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Abstract: (1) Presented models are proposed for analyzing the resilience of an economic system in a
framework of a 4 × 6 matrix, the core of which is a balanced scorecard (BSC). Matrix rows present
strategic perspectives, matrix columns present strategic maps. (2) Resilience assessment models are
based on fuzzy logic and soft computing, combined with systemic-cybernetic approaches to building
presented models. The simplest models are Zadeh linguistic variables that describe key performance
indicators (KPIs). The BSC model is an acyclic graph with fuzzy links that are calibrated based
on special rules. The information obtained during the simulation is aggregated through a matrix
aggregate calculator (MAC). (3) The BSC model was used to assess the economic resilience of a small
electrical enterprise in Russia, numbering 2000 people with revenue of approximately 100 million
euros per year. The BSC model included about 70 KPIs and 200 fuzzy links. Also, the presented
MAC model was applied to obtain linguistic classifiers in five basic industries, using the example
of a comparative analysis of 82 international industrial companies. (4) The proposed models allow
not only to describe the economic system and its external environment, but also solutions aimed at
increasing resilience, within the unified framework.
Keywords: balanced scorecard (BSC); key performance indicators (KPI); 4x6 matrix; matrix aggregate
calculator (MAC); resilience index (RI)

1. Introduction
The modern conditions for the functioning of enterprises are extremely challenging. As the
experience of companies’ survival in the conditions of COVID-19 has shown, special efforts must be
made to maintain a stable level of the company in the face of breaking economic ties, temporarily
excluding carriers of key competencies from business, and the impossibility of doing business in
traditional formats. All decisions of the top management of business, on the one hand, are surrounded by
uncertainty, and, on the other hand, require a quick and adequate response to changing circumstances.
Therefore, management should be able to receive timely and high-quality advice regarding the
operational decisions it makes. In this part, a manager can be greatly helped by adequate mathematical
business models and knowledge that can be extracted in the course of intelligent processing of large data
sets. The models and methods of sustainability proposed in this work can be successfully integrated
into corporate information systems operating in companies and into expert intelligent systems that
support decisions in conditions of uncertainty.
The existing approaches to the analysis of economic sustainability operate mainly with probabilistic
models for assessing the risk of bankruptcy of a company, as an integral characteristic of its sustainability.
In this regard, the methods of the school of E. Altman and his followers are well known [1]. At the
same time, the analysis is based mainly on the data of traditional accounting reports, which vary
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greatly from year to year and from country to country. Our point of view is that: (a) sustainability
should be considered from the standpoint of not only risks, but also chances, as well as the efficiency
of the business as a whole; (b) the volume of data involved in the analysis should be substantially
supplemented by data from internal management accounting; (c) the probabilistic paradigm in the
stability analysis should be adjusted in connection with the introduction of fuzzy-logical descriptions
into the model, which will ensure adequate processing of limited samples with heterogeneous data.
Using the methods of linguistic classification of parameters, we are able to make qualitative
judgments about the level of these parameters, in terms of the relevance of the factors under
consideration to the company’s sustainability. At the same time, we take into account all the
uncertainty prevailing at the time of the analysis, including the difficulties of experts in distinguishing
the qualitative levels of factors. This approach makes the analysis of sustainability meaningful and
flexible, allowing you to quickly identify weaknesses in the activities of companies. Management’s
natural response to the problems discovered is to take adequate measures, which are often clothed
in a project format. Mathematical modeling makes it possible to assess the contribution of decisions
made to ensure the sustainability of companies and to determine the rational level of investment in
decisions made (material, financial, human). We do not refute the value of the probabilistic approach
to the analysis of sustainability, however, we draw attention to significant limitations in its application
and to the low value of the results obtained in this case.
The stability of an organization, as its integral property, corresponds well with the stability of
living organisms and living systems, therefore, economic systems can borrow from living systems a
variety of approaches to survival, including, first of all, the ability of systems to establish homeostasis
with the external environment, which, in turn, implies a wide range of adaptation tools. The task
of analysis in this regard is solved by assessing the levels of strength or weakness of the adaptive
mechanisms presented in the system, i.e., the level of the organization’s immunity to negative external
manifestations and the level of its susceptibility to positive external challenges.
At the moment, in the modern scientific community there is no common understanding of the
concept of “resilience”, which in turn determines a significant differentiation of both its interpretations
and approaches to its measurement [2]. “Resilience” is a property of heterogeneous systems, both
ecological and technical, and socio-economic. Primarily, this property was considered in relation to
technical systems that are able to independently (without any additional external influence) achieve a
state of equilibrium [3]. Consequently, the external influence promotes the activation of the internal
mechanisms of the system, returning it to the state of equilibrium, and the stability itself can be
considered as the speed with which the system returns to the previous state after certain external
influences [4]. Under the condition of a uniform impact from the external environment, the system
is able to fully and in the shortest period of time return to a state of equilibrium, which is the most
stable [5]. “Resilience” as a property of ecological systems, complements the previously mentioned
theses, and is considered as the ability of the system to respond to the impact from the external
environment without changing its own structure, properties and functions, and the most significant
research category within the ecological approach is the measurability of the force of impact from
the external environment [6,7]. The scientific community also declares that the ecological system
is characterized by development. Consequently, according to the results of the implementation of
mechanisms for restoring equilibrium as a consequence of the impact from the external environment,
the system can not only restore its structures, properties and functions, but also form new ones
aimed at the subsequent more effective absorption of the impact and restoration of balance [4]. Thus,
supplementing the above, environmental resilience can be understood as the ability of a system to
absorb the impact from the external environment, reorganize and transform in order to preserve the
original structure, properties and functions [8]. The development of the ecological approach to the
definition of the concept under study is adaptive sustainability. Adaptive stability is understood as the
ability of the system to respond to the impact of the external environment while maintaining the ability
to effectively allocate resources [9]. Thus, adaptive stability is the ability of a system not only to restore
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equilibrium, but also to restore growth dynamics [10]. The considered concepts are quite universal,
and do not contain descriptions of categories inherent exclusively to socio-economic systems. Based on
this theoretical and methodological basis, a universal model of quantitative interpretation of the state
of stability of the system can be formed, a particular case of which is the economic system [11].
Economic sustainability (economic survivability) in this work is the ability of the economic system
to achieve its strategic goals in the face of challenges, both negative and positive.
This definition of resilience is highly consistent with the definition from Muller [12], where it is
emphasized that the sustainability of complex systems is achieved through the synergy of efforts to
ensure it in the economic, technical and organizational subsystems. In the most general case, global
sustainability should be considered as a property of the technical, economic and organizational system.
The detailed review of economic resilience scientific results up to now is presented in Buheji [13] and
Hosseini [14].
Thus, the proposed article presents a number of mathematical methods for analyzing the economic
sustainability of a company using the main results of the theory of fuzzy sets and soft computing.
Depending on where the analyst is located (inside or outside the company), the methods of analysis
differ significantly. Also, the methods used are significantly influenced by the level of information
uncertainty that accompanies the functioning of an economic entity. This uncertainty is also subject to
mathematical modeling, the approach to which is presented in this work.
Traditionally, economic resilience is considered in terms of the impact on the system of negative
challenges, i.e., from the point of view of risks. At the same time, positive challenges to the same extent
lead the system to a temporary loss of stability, for example, when an organization, seeking to intensify
its activities, conducts a series of internal organizational changes. If these changes are large-scale,
then the quantitatively assessed possibility of losing resilience by the organization is very high.
Resilience is a property that the system must provide in dynamics. Meanwhile, there are static
models for resilience analysis, when the assumption is made that resilience is provided (should be
provided) at the level of target indicators within a fixed period of time, considered as a whole. In this
case, the moments of challenges, moments of reactions of the system to challenges and moments of
decisions, localized within the same time interval, are considered as if simultaneously. Such a starting
assumption is also inherent in the model presented in this issue.
When analyzing the resilience of an economic system, it is appropriate to apply system-cybernetic
approaches to analysis, considering the information-signal basis for the interaction of the system
with its external environment and the controlling over-system. The cybernetic model of the system
contains exogenous “inputs” and system “outputs”, the information from which, entering the control
over-system, generates a stream of decisions on ensuring resilience. The signals from these decisions
fall on the “inputs” of the system model, thereby closing the loop of negative feedback, and it serves as
the main tool for ensuring the resilience of the economic system.
For a model description of a system, its environment and an over-system, it is most appropriate to
use fuzzy-logical systems, since they are the ones that best reproduce the significant informational
uncertainty within which the system operates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides models and methods we use in our
research. Section 3 presents the main results obtained during the mass assessment of the sustainability
of enterprises in five basic industries. Section 4 offers the main directions for the development of the
approaches stated in the work. General conclusions on the work are presented in Section 5.
2. Author’s Models and Methods
2.1. Enterprise Resilience Assessment Scheme
The sequence of assessment and ensuring the resilience of the enterprise one can see in Figures 1–3.
It follows from the presented schemes that the choice of the resilience assessment methodology is
determined by the position of the analyst in relation to the company, whether he is outside or inside it.
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the rest will go to the “basement”—they will participate in the calculations, but not be visualized
within the BSC. By default, all KPIs pass linguistic classification and are extended to the form of
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from a wide variety of indicators, 25–30 of which will be presented explicitly as part of the BSC, and the
rest will go to the “basement”—they will participate in the calculations, but not be visualized within
the BSC. By default, all KPIs pass linguistic classification and are extended to the form of linguistic
variables in the sense of Zadeh [17]. Note: for the purposes of motivating employees, all KPIs are
reduced to specialized matrices, on the basis of which the employee’s combined score in the reporting
month is estimated, and this score directly affects his motivation.
Stage 4. The BSC graph is built on the basis of selected KPIs. If the BSC is modeled in a static
representation, then the BSC graph must be acyclic. If a dynamic representation is chosen, then the
graph must contain loops that model positive feedbacks in the enterprise system. Since the simulation
step is one month, the model time is discrete, and modeling can be carried out using the technology
of difference equations that relate the parameter levels and their discrete increments (an analog of
linear differential equation systems). At this stage, it is necessary to emphasize the very existence of
causal relationships between KPIs, which, on the one hand, express the continuity of objections in the
objections tree, and, on the other hand, describe the logic of the enterprise’s business. This logic is
simple: we mobilize strategic resources, then these resources are picked up by processes, as a result of
which a high-quality business environment is created, built on the relationship of the enterprise with
its key stakeholders.
Step 5. All communications in the BSC are calibrated. The main types of relationships used:
traditional functional-algorithmic relationships such as fuzzy knowledge of the format IF-THEN,
as well as communications built on the principle of a matrix aggregate calculator (MAC). MAC
technology is based on fuzzy logic and is described in detail in Abdoulaeva [18]. The 4 × 6 model
contains about 200 fuzzy links.
Stage 6. The external environment of the enterprise is modeled, generating challenges of positive
and negative content. These challenges can be described using a wide range of fuzzy formalisms, such
as fuzzy numbers and functions, as well as fuzzy random variables of the form at Puri [19].
Stage 7. The risks and chances of the enterprise are identified, with the construction of appropriate
strategic maps. Models and methods of analysis are being implemented.
Stage 8. The simulation of the strategy itself is carried out in such a way that signals from the
external environment arrive at the exogenous inputs of the BSC model, then they are processed by the
model and converted into “outputs”; the corresponding output signals are fed to the inputs to the risk
and chance models, where the corresponding levels are quantified.
Stage 9. Based on the obtained values of efficiency, risks and chances, strategic decisions are
designed that ensure achievement of the set strategic goals, taking into account the spectrum of external
disturbances. Thus, the BSC model grows to a 4 × 6 matrix model. If strategic goals at the level of
model representation are achieved, the strategic modeling process is completed.
2.3. MAC-Based RI Resilience Index Score
The MAC model (N, M) is a matrix containing N rows and M columns, where N is the number of
input indicators of the model, M is the number of qualitative gradations by which linguistic recognition
of input factors is carried out. For example, a system of M = 5 gradations contains levels: {L1—very
low, L2—low, L3—medium, L4—high, L5—very high}.
At the intersection of the i-th row and the j-th column, ij is located—the value of the membership
function obtained when the i-th factor is recognized within Lj level, see Table 1 (Source: Abdoulaeva [19]).
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Table 1. An example of the MAC for the assessment of RI (for N = 5 and M = 5).
Indicator

The Weight P of the
Indicator in MAC

Present
Value

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

Membership Functions Values for Terms of X:

Nodal points Y

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

µ11
µ21
µ31
µ41
µ51

µ12
µ22
µ32
µ42
µ52

µ13
µ23
µ33
µ43
µ53

µ14
µ24
µ34
µ44
µ54

µ15
µ25
µ35
µ45
µ55

y1

y2

y3

y4

y5

The MAC model has two weight systems. The first system P reflects the significance of factors for
the integral assessment, the sum of the weights pi is 1. The second system of weights—the system of
nodal points Y—corresponds to the selected system of qualitative gradations and is constructed in
such a way that the integral result of the MAC assessment is in the range from 0.1 to 0.9. For example,
with M = 5 Y = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. The sum µij for each row of the matrix must be equal to 1,
otherwise linguistic recognition becomes contradictory.
Then the resulting resilience index (RI) is determined by the formula:
RI =

XN
i=1

pi

XM
j=1

y j ∗ µij ,

(1)

Qualitative recognition of the RI level gives: L1 at RI ∈ [0.1, 0.26); L2 at RI ∈ [0.26, 0.42); L3 at RI ∈
[0.42, 0.58); L4 at RI ∈ [0.58, 0.74) and L5 at RI ∈ [0.74, 0.9].
3. Results
3.1. Modeling Results Obtained: Case 1
The analysis of the ABC enterprise on real data on the RI factor showed that the level of resilience
is average (approximately 0.52), with a tendency to a low level. The main reasons for the decline
in resilience are: low labor efficiency (due to small-scale pilot production), a shrinking trend in the
Russian market for electrical products and strong competition with Chinese suppliers (expressed in low
sales margins), and low borrowed capital utilization. In the latter case, there is a “negative stability” in
the sense of Ashby [20]; in the economic system there is excess equity, which does not bring the proper
level of return. For example, in 2019 ROE = 10% per annum with a target level of 25% per annum.
Decisions that are called to change the situation are framed as projects of the following content:
•
•
•
•
•

Z1.
Z2.
Z6.
Z8.
Z9.

Launching new models of equipment to the market, working with problem customers.
Development of export markets (25 countries).
Creation of a new system of motivation for engineering services employees.
Development of a new system of production planning and management of the ERP-class.
Implementation of the lean manufacturing system at the enterprise.

In the 4x6 model, solutions are modeled in exactly the same way as external challenges on the
Threats and Opportunities maps.
3.2. Modeling Results Obtained: Case 2
One can judge the preservation of resilience after the fact, if the key economic factors characterizing
resilience retain their value within the normatively permissible limits for a long period of time.
Accordingly, it is necessary to carry out a linguistic classification (rationing) of key factors, considering
factors as linguistic variables in the sense of Zadeh [17]. There are two standardization options: crisp
granulation and fuzzy granulation [21]. In both cases, classification is possible only by the results
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of processing an array of data with the properties of mass character and statistical homogeneity.
Ensuring uniformity is possible if enterprises of the same industry group are jointly evaluated, and
the assessment is carried out on a time interval that does not contain “paradigm gaps”. For example,
companies in the hi-tech sector can be evaluated at two time intervals: 1995–2000 and 2001–2005.
Within each of the intervals, uniformity is maintained; however, there is a “paradigm gap” between
the intervals caused by the “dot com crisis” of 2001. As a result of the crisis, a significant shift in all
structural proportions of the business occurred; therefore, the forced “bonding” of the two indicated
time intervals in order to increase the amount of data for analysis leads to a loss of uniformity, and,
therefore, is incorrect. Similarly, it is incorrect to mix data from different industries. For the purposes
of reliable classification, the array must contain at least 50–100 points for processing.
The study undertaken by our group, aimed at obtaining patterns in the course of normalizing
summary data for a number of industrial sectors, for the subsequent assessment of the economic
resilience of companies within these sectors. The total was allocated 82 largest industrial enterprises
that were observed in the period 2015–2018. We examined enterprises from five basic industrial sectors:
oil and gas (C11), metallurgy (DJ27), general engineering (DK29), electric engineering (DL31) and
electric power (E40). All codes presented comply with the European Commission Standard NACE
1.1 [22] (2020). The results of the study are presented in detail in Abdoulaeva [23] (2019); this issue
contains a brief description of the results.
For each enterprise under study, 12 main factors were observed quarterly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X1—marginal profitability,%;
X2—operating profitability,%;
X3—net profitability,%;
X4—turnover of liabilities, once a year;
X5—current assets turnover, once a year;
X6—general liquidity, dimensionless;
X7—financial leverage, dimensionless;
X8—credit burden—percentage of interest payments in the structure of operating profit,%;
X9—weighted average cost of equity,% per annum;
X10—weighted average cost of borrowed capital,% per annum;
X11—labor efficiency, measured by the level of revenue, thousand US dollars per employee
per year;
X12—labor efficiency, measured by the level of net profit, thousand US dollars per employee
per year.

The quarterly and annual reporting of companies, regularly published on the Yahoo Finance
portal [24], acted as a data source.
In this study, we used a “crisp” approach to linguistic rationing, with the following main rationing steps:
•

•

•

Select the range of initial values of the factor. For example, if 15 enterprises of the same industry
are observed for a selected factor of 16 quarters, then we have 15 * 16 = 240 measurement points in
an array with the properties of mass and uniformity. The left border of the range is the minimum
value of the factor in the sample, the right border of the range is the maximum value in the sample;
We recognize all factors as direct or inverse. For a direct factor, the condition is satisfied: the
higher the level of the factor, the higher the resilience of the enterprise, understood in a general
sense. For the inverse factor, the opposite is true: the higher the level of the factor, the lower the
resilience. For example, the indicator X1 is direct, and the indicator X10 is inverse. In the logic of
research, the qualitative gradations of the term set are synchronized with the logic of direct factors;
We carry out preliminary filtering of the obtained measurements, taking from the sample extremely
low and extremely high values that fall out of the dense group in the sample (trimming of the
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histograms is performed). Thus, we narrow the range for analysis and carry out a more accurate
calibration of the linguistic variable;
We select seven key points on the measuring interval, and A1 is the minimum value for the
interval, A4 is the weighted average value for the interval, A7 is the maximum value for the
interval, and the coordinates of three other significant points A2, A3, A5, A6 are determined by
the formulas:
A2 = A1 + (A4 − A1)/3; A3 = A1 + 2 ∗ (A4 − A1)/3;
(2)
A5 = A4 + (A7 − A4)/3; A6 = A4 + 2 ∗ (A7 − A4)/3,
As a result, we have the following definitions for qualitative gradations:

•

•

For factor X with direct logic:
gradation 1: X ∈ (−∞, A2];
gradation 2: X ∈ A2, A3];
gradation 3: X ∈ (A3, A5];
gradation 4: X ∈ (A5, A6];
gradation 5: X ∈ (A6, ∞),

(3)

gradation 1: X ∈ (A6, ∞);
gradation 2: X ∈ [A5, A6);
gradation 3: X ∈ [A3, A5);
gradation 4: X ∈ [A2, A3);
gradation 5: X ∈ (−∞, A2)

(4)

For factor X with inverse logic:

Thus, the linguistic variables X1–X12 in the resilience model are fully described, and any input
value of the factor automatically receives a qualitative gradation. This is the principle of data mining.
For all the sectors presented in the report, their own linguistic classifiers were obtained, within each of
the 12 factors considered.
We pack the indicators X1–X12 in a two-level hierarchical tree, as shown in Figure 2, consisting of
four blocks: profitability, turnover and liquidity, cost of capital and leverage, labor efficiency. Such
packaging is necessary in order for the framework for resilience analysis to be balanced and tailored
with the necessary level of detail.
Figure 5 shows the weights of the factors in the blocks, and the blocks themselves in the summary
assessment. Data processing is carried out using the technology of a two-level matrix aggregate
calculator (MAC), which is described in detail in Abdoulaeva [23] (2019). MAC technology can
be applied in single-level and two-level execution. A single-level MAC model (N, M) is a matrix
containing N rows and M columns, where N is the number of input indicators of the model, M is
the number of qualitative gradations by which linguistic recognition of input factors is carried out.
For example, a system of M = 5 gradations corresponds to gradations in (3) and (4). At the intersection
of the i-th row and the j-th column µij is located—the value of the membership function obtained when
the i-th factor is recognized in j-th gradation within the linguistic variable (Source: Abdoulaeva [23]).
The MAC model has two weight systems. The first system P reflects the significance of factors for
the integral assessment, the sum of the weights pi is 1. The second system of weights—the system of
nodal points Y—corresponds to the selected system of qualitative gradations and is constructed in
such a way that the integral result of the MAC assessment is in the range from 0.1 to 0.9.
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gradation 1: RI ∈ [0.1, 0.26);
gradation 2: RI ∈ [0.26, 0.42);
gradation 3: RI ∈ [0.42, 0.58);
gradation 4: RI ∈ [0.58, 0.74);
gradation 5: RI ∈ [0.74, 0.9].

(6)

In the two-level MAC technology, at the lower level, a single-level MAC is used for data on factors,
and at the upper level, a single-level MAC is used for data on blocks that have passed preliminary
linguistic classification in accordance with (6).
The simplest MAC example may be considered. The ABS enterprise has statistics in 2018 as shown
in Table 2 (Source: Own authors research).
Table 2. ABS statistics of 2018.
Factor

Name

Dimension

Value

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

Gross profitability
Operative profitability
Net profitability
All assets turnover
Current assets turnover
Liquidity
Financial leverage
Credit
WACC1
WACC2
Labor efficiency 1
Labor efficiency 1

%
%
%
once a year
once a year
no dimension
no dimension
%
% a year
% a year
USD1000 per 1 emp. a year
USD1000 per 1 emp. a year

29%
18%
13%
1.1
1.737
12.667
0.087
4%
9%
10%
44
5.6
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The ABC is included into the DL31 industry, which has the following crisp-norms as shown in
Table 3. In the scope of 12 factors, X1–X6 and X10–X11 are direct, the rest have inverse logic: when
they rise RI falls. The feature is encapsulated into linguistic classification: the higher the factor level,
the lower the gradation that is assigned. A comparison of Tables 2 and 3 causes µ-matrix view (in
template of Table 1), see Table 4.
Application of Formula (1) to Table 3 gives the value of the integral resilience indicator RI = 0.461.
This level can be recognized as low, closer to medium. The main problem of the enterprise is low labor
productivity in terms of revenue and net profit, compared with the same in Western countries. Low
productivity leads to personnel degradation: the company cannot afford to hire expensive specialists,
replacing them with a multitude of low-paid and equally low-professional employees. Degradation of
personnel leads to the degradation of the corporate culture as a whole, plunges the enterprise into a
zone of unstable stagnant state, and leads to a loss in the competition for market niches (Source: Own
authors research).
Table 3. DL31 norms.
Norms for Gradations:
Factor
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

1

2

3

4

5

X1 < 23%
X2 < 2%
X3 < 1%
X4 < 0.36
X5 < 1.1
X6 < 0.75
X7 > 4.1
X8 > 36%
X9 > 13%
X10 > 2%
X11 < 233
X12 < 8

23.1 % < X1 < 26%
2.1% < X2 < 5%
1.1% < X3 < 3%
0.36 < X4 < 0.48
1.11 < X5 < 1.5
0.75 < X6 < 1.1
4 > X7 > 3.3
36% > X8 > 22.1%
13% > X9 > 9.1%
2% > X10 > 1.61%
233 < X11 < 366
8 < X12 < 16

26.1% < X1 < 36%
5.1% < X2 < 13%
3.1% < X3 < 8%
0.49 < X4 < 0.78
1.51 < X5 < 2.4
1.1 < X6 < 2.0
3.2 > X7 > 1.81
22% > X8 > 5.1%
9% > X9 > 4.1%
1.6% > X10 > 0.71%
367 < X11 < 667
17 < X12 < 32

36.1% < X1 < 43%
13.1% < X2 <19%
8.1% < X3 < 13%
0.79 < X4 < 0.95
2.41 < X5 < 2.6
2.01 < X6 < 2.5
1.8 > X7 > 1.31
5% > X8 > 2.5%
4% > X9 > 2.1%
0.7% > X10 > 0.31%
667 < X11 < 832
33 < X12 < 42

X1 > 43%
X2 > 19%
X3> 13%
X4 > 0.95
X5 > 2.6
X6 > 2.5
X7 < 1.3
X8 < 2.5%
X9 < 2%
X10 < 0.3%
X11 > 833
X12 > 42

Table 4. µ-matrix for ABC in 2018.
Factor
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

µ
1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

As for industries resilience, the weighted average RI values by industry are presented in Table 5
(Source: Abdoulaeva [23]).
Tickers of individual companies in Table 1 are presented as they are pointed out on international
exchanges and on the Yahoo. Finance portal. Next to the tickers are the RI values for companies
for 2018.
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Table 5. Levels of sectoral economic resilience.
Industry
Code (NACE)

Tickers of Flagship
Companies (RI_2018)

Outsiders Tickers
(RI_2018)

Industry RI Values by Years:
2015
2016
2017
2018

C11
DJ27
DK29
DL31
E40

PSX (0.557)
PKX (0.596)
MMM (0.657)
900925.SS (0.616)
ELE.MC (0.603)

ROSN.ME (0.356)
SAIL.NS (0.314)
DAI.DE (0.431)
GE (0.317)
RWE.DE (0.304)

0.404
0.353
0.498
0.447
0.472

0.380
0.369
0.470
0.441
0.473

0.442
0.427
0.487
0.451
0.488

0.474
0.465
0.513
0.461
0.487

It is seen that the resilience of industrial sectors is growing from year to year, in the period between
two crises—accomplished and expected. Worst of all, the last economic crisis suffered metallurgy,
due to a significant reduction in prices for all industrial metals; meanwhile, this factor had a positive,
stimulating effect on general engineering.
It may seem that high resilience is the prerogative of industry localized in developed countries,
and a lack of resilience is characteristic of industry in developing countries. However, this thesis is
false; two companies from Germany and one from the USA got into the industry outsiders by the
resilience criterion, and one company from China and one from Spain were in the favorites.
4. Discussion. Presented Fuzzy Model Development
The methodology presented here was originally developed for industrial enterprises, specified for
five industries. However, this development can be replicated for any enterprise with any industry
focus. Here, for a rapid assessment, 12 factors are used, which can be changed as well as their weights
in the assessment, however, this does not negate the general techniques used here for constructing
resilience models. A limitation of the proposed research methods is that the data on the selected
indicators must be open and reliable. We have no ideas on how to conduct external analysis of closed
companies, other than based on data mining of news.
The data obtained in the framework of public reporting represent the first approximation in the
assessment of resilience. Estimation of resilience on public quarterly data is late, and this undoubtedly
reduces its usefulness for making managerial decisions. If we conduct the analysis in more detail and
often, based on internal accounting data with a frequency of one time per month, then the estimate
can be seriously refined, both in plus and minus. Internal analysts of companies should base their
conclusions, among other things, on the basis of data regarding the external environment of companies
and management parameters (the nature of decisions made to ensure resilience). A significant part of
this data does not fall into public reporting, therefore the resilience assessment within the framework
of the approach stated here may undergo distortions and should be continuously updated, including
based on the results of processing insider information. A typical example here is the situation at
General Electric [25] (2019), described in detail in the cited report of independent analysts for 2019.
The proposed methodology for analyzing economic sustainability will make it possible to regularly
monitor the state of companies based on comparative analysis [26,27]. Moreover, the norms themselves,
developed for individual industries on the basis of four years of observation, are subject to timely
correction as new facts about the state of enterprises accumulate. The linguistic classification procedure,
carried out on the basis of the results of the theory of fuzzy sets and soft calculations, allows to take
into account the uncertainty of expert judgments, as well as the unavoidable uncertainty in terms of
both external circumstances of the company’s activities and internal conditions.
The proposed method of analysis is of an express preliminary nature. To clarify the assessment,
it is necessary to conduct it from within the enterprise on the basis of the entire completeness of
information (which the company’s top management possesses) collected within the framework of a
detailed and reliable management accounting.
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In particular, most companies do not provide public information about the payroll. However,
from the inside, these data are visible and can be used to construct additional indicators related to
assessing the level of labor productivity.
Also, the presented methodology, based on the MAB, can be significantly developed if we trace
the logical connection between the indicators of enterprises with each other within the framework of
the BSC already mentioned here. In this case, the methods used in the analysis will receive a significant
complication, and the links between the indicators may receive a fuzzy-logical and/or probabilistic
interpretation. Within the framework of this approach, it is possible and necessary to model the state
of the enterprise’s external environment based on fuzzy-probabilistic scenarios, where most of the
uncertainty will be described and taken into account [28–30].
Thus, the owners and top management of the enterprise receive an effective strategic management
tool that allows them to make timely decisions and assess the consequences of such decisions within
the framework of a fuzzy-logical model.
5. Conclusions
The approach to resilience analysis alone is not so important as the completeness and timeliness
of information obtained from different sources and the mechanisms of its preliminary processing
(filtering) for the purposes of its subsequent analysis are important. Complex automation of the models
and methods demonstrated here allows you to obtain data on the resilience of companies in real time,
according to financial results of organizations of the information pipeline as a part of the automatic
delivery of data.
The proposed method for assessing resilience allows for regular monitoring of enterprises,
both in express mode and in the course of a comprehensive study using a scenario approach to
modeling. The proposed approach allows us to consider the model of the adverse impact of the
external environment on the enterprise system as a kind of test with the help of which the strengths and
weaknesses of the company’s economic activities can be assessed, and optimal solutions for increasing
the level of stability can be constructed.
A promising direction in assessing sustainability is the formation of phase spaces in a
multidimensional field of factors, where most enterprises from the industry group under consideration
maintain a state of resilience equilibrium with the external environment. In our works, we called
such phase spaces R-Lense. It is appropriate to represent such lenses in the form of smooth fuzzy
functions. Further research is aimed at automating the above models, and the formation of accelerated
industry-specific solutions.
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